Wrong reference of Context Group Extension in PS 3.16

**Log Summary:** Wrong reference of Context Group Extension in PS 3.16

**Rationale for Correction**
CP 324 has changed the Title of section 8.7 in Context Group extension in PS 3.3 for Code Set Extension to Context Group Extensions. There is still a reference in PS 3.16 to the old section name.

**Sections of documents affected**
PS 3.16 Section 7.2.3

**Correction Wording:**

7.2.3  **Extension of Context Groups**

An Application may extend an Extensible Context Group by adding terms for new concepts. Applications may not substitute other terms of the same concept in the Context Group. Such extension may be made without a change in Context Group Identifier, but with the specification of **Code Set Context Group** Extensions (see PS3.3).

Non-extensible Context Groups shall not be modified in an Application.

**Note:** The set of concepts in either an Extensible or a Non-extensible Context Group may be changed in subsequent editions of the Standard, in accordance with the procedures of the DICOM Standards Committee.